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Abstract—Recent years recommender systems have been used in 
the public cultural services to provide personalized services. The 
single recommendation methods only cover the limited areas of 
interest of users. To address this issue, this paper proposes an 
integrated recommender system for cross-domain heterogeneous 
recommendations of the public cultural resources. The proposed 
system works on the recommendations for resource, knowledge, 
semantic tags, and user interest. Using the proposed system, users 
can explore interesting information in different point of views. 
Additionally, the proposed system visualizes the recommendation 
results in suitable ways. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
Recently the Chinese online public cultural service has 

grown rapidly. To effectively process and analyze the big data 
generated from the service, we proposed the public cultural big 
data analysis platform in previous work [1]. Because users 
desire to learn rich knowledge from the cultural resources, we 
discover the hidden knowledge in public cultural big data. We 
proposed the public cultural knowledge graph platform [2] to 
manage and analyze the extracted knowledge. We built a 
recommender system [3] that provided collaborative filtering 
(CF). However, the system has open issues e.g., the cold-start 
problem, the sparsity problem, and the diversity problem. 

In this paper, we propose an integrated recommender 
system that extends the above system [3] with the benefit of the 
public cultural knowledge graph platform early developed. The 
proposed system provides cross-domain heterogeneous hybrid 
recommendations in order to improve the CF-based methods 
and provide knowledge recommendation. The system can 
visually explores the semantic of resources and user interests. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
introduces the related work. Section 3 presents the integrated 
public cultural recommender system. Section 4 introduces the 
architecture of the system. Section 5 shows an example. Finally, 
conclusion and future work are given in Section 6. 

II. RELATED WORK 
Information technologies have been applied in many public 

cultural services. The project European Digital Library (EDL) 1 

integrated and shared the data of public cultural institutions of 
European countries. The project OCLC2 provided services for 
libraries to manage and share catalog data. Zhang et al. [1] built 
a big data platform for managing and sharing the Chinese 
public cultural resources. Knowledge can be extracted from big 
data. Google proposed Knowledge Graph [4] to extend the 
traditional search engine for knowledge search. Dong et al. [5] 
proposed Knowledge Vault for the web scale knowledge base 
by integrating web extractions based on the Google Knowledge 
Graph. Pujara et al. [6] proposed approaches for knowledge 
graph identification by combining the ontological information 
and the distributional information. Yang et al. [7] built a public 
cultural knowledge graph platform that can extract and explore 
cultural knowledge by analyzing a knowledge graph. 

Recommender system [8] is used for personalized services 
in many fields, e.g., electronic commerce [9] [10], and TV 
industry [11]. The widely used recommendation method is 
collaborative filtering [12] that finds potential interesting items 
by analyzing the co-occurrence of user behaviors. There are 
methods based on the CF, e.g., SVD-based CF [13], Linear 
Regression-based CF [14], and Markov Decision Processes-
based CF [15]. Zhai et al. [2] proposed a recommender system 
with an applied adaptive CF for public cultural resources. Gao 
et al. [16] proposed a cross-domain recommendation for Cyber-
Physical Systems. The article [17] presented a cross-domain 
citation recommendation for the research publications related 
to a specified patent. Kumar et al. [18] showed a latent sematic-
based method for cross-domain recommendations using topic 
modeling of vocabulary clusters of distinct domains. 

III. INTEGRATED RECOMMENDER SYSTEM 
In this paper, we present an integrated recommender system 

for public cultural resources (see Figure 1). Our system is an 
important part of the Public Cultural Big Data Analysis 
Platform [1] so that it needs cooperate with components of the 
platform including the public cultural resource database, the 
user profile database, and the public cultural knowledge graph 
platform. The public cultural resource database manages the 
public cultural resources and their metadata. The user profile 
database manages user (behavior) data. The public cultural 
knowledge graph platform builds a knowledge graph and the 
related mining methods. The platform collects data from 
Chinese Wikis, Chinese culture websites, and public cultural 
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institutions for building and updating a knowledge graph. The 
platform provides services for knowledge graph analytics.  
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Figure 1 Workflow of the Integrated Recommender System 

A. Resource Tagging 
Our system obtains metadata of the resources in the public 

cultural resource database. The system extracts tags using NLP 
and create new tags by the public cultural knowledge graph. 
The resource tags are managed as resource-tag mappings. 

B. User Tagging 
Our system extracts tags from the user profile database for 

modeling user interest using machine learning-based methods 
and knowledge-based methods. The machine learning methods 
focus on statistics of the tags. The system maps the tags into 
entities of the knowledge graph for identifying new tags. The 
attributes of the entity and the linked entities may be new tags. 
The results of the user tagging are user-tag mappings. 

C. Tag Management 
The integrated recommender system manages the resource-

tag mappings and the user-tag mappings in the form of key-
value pair. The system summarizes the all the tags in a tag list. 

D. Recommendation Service 
The integrated recommender system provides cross-domain 

heterogeneous recommendation services. 

1) Resource Recommendation: This service provides two 
types of recommendations: content-based recommendation 
and CF. The content-based methods match user interest tags 
and item tags. The results are presented as the resource list. 

2) Knowledge Recommendation: Users desire to learn the 
related knowledge of the resource when viewing the cultural 
resources. The proposed system gives two types of knowledge 

with the help of the cultural knowledge graph: descriptive 
knowledge and collection of public cultural institutions. The 
descriptive knowledge shows attributes and textual description 
of the resource. The collection of public cultural institutions 
presents the related articles of the institutions. Our system also 
considers the location of users, e.g., recommend the articles of 
the local museums. The system can search the semantic tags of 
the given resource over the knowledge graph.  

3) Semantic Tag Recommendation: Semantic of resources 
are described by tags. This service helps recommend resources 
from the point of view of semantic of the content. For the 
target tags, the service recommends the semantically related 
tags that present the points users may like. Tag Mining Unit 
provides basic analysis for the service. A resource tag may 
come from multiple metadata with different importance: 
Skeyword>Sname>Sdescription. For a tag t, the weight is defined as  

Wt=Skeyword·Ekeyword(t)+Sname·Ename(t)+Sdescription·Fdescription(t) 
where Skeyword presents the impact factor of the keyword data, 
Ekeyword(t) decides the existence of the tag t in the keyword data: 
0 means t does not exist in the keyword, 1 is the opposite; Sname 
means the impact factor of the resource name, Ename(t) 
decides the existence of t in the resource name; Sdescription means 
the impact factor of the descriptive content, and Fdescription(t) is a 
semantic analysis function that analyzes and normalizes the 
importance of t to the description; Skeyword+Sname+Sdescription=1. 

4) User Interest Recommendation: The service uses tags to 
present user interests because the tags mean the semantic of 
the interests. The weight of a tag t is defined as 

Wt=Sdemo·Edemo(t)+Sbehavior·Bbehavior(t)+Sfavorite·Ffavorite(t)+Scomment·Ccomment(t) 
where Sdemo is the impact factor of the demographic property, 
Edemo(t) decides the existence t in the demographic property; 
Sbehavior is the impact factor of the user behavior data, Bbehavior(t) 
is the behavior weighting function considering multiple factors, 
Sfavorite represents impact factor of the user favorite, Ffavorite(t) is 
the occurrence frequency of t in the tags of the favorite 
resources; Scomment means the impact factor of the comment data, 
Ccomment(t) is a semantic analysis function that analyzes and 
normalizes the importance of t according to the comments; 
Sdemo+Sbehavior+Sfavorite+Scomment=1. The service ranks and selects 
the tags according to the weights. 

5) Integrated Recommendation: The service provides the 
cross-domain recommendation integrating recommendation 
methods that respectively work well in single domains. 

E. Tag Mining 
Tag Mining provides basic analysis methods for tags. The 

methods include rule-based methods, clustering methods, and 
classification methods. The rule-based methods depend on the 
semantic relations between tags that can be analyzed by the 
cultural knowledge graph. The clustering and classification 
methods are based on machine learning and deep learning. 

F. Visualization 
Our system visualizes the results. Resources are listed 

based on the rank. Knowledge is organized as the knowledge 
card. The linked tags are visualized as a node-link graph and 
the user interests are presented as a tag cloud. 
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IV. ARCHITECTURE 
The architecture of the integrated recommendation system 

mainly consists of three layers: framework layer, analysis layer, 
and visualization layer (see Figure 2). In technical, we apply 
Apache Hadoop ecosystem for building our system. 
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A. Framework Layer 
The framework layer provides underlying services of the 

system for data store, computing, and algorithms. 

1) Data Store: The tags are stored in relational database 
cluster, i.e., MySQL Cluster in the system. The system applies 
Hadoop HDFS as the distributed file system to support the 
batch processing of massive data. The recommendation results 
are stored in the form of XML. The in-memory database Redis 
is used for accelerating data access. Other data stores are 
provided by the public cultural big data platform and the 
public cultural knowledge graph platform.  

2) Computing Framework: We deploy multiple computing 
frameworks in the system for different demands. The Hadoop 
MapReduce are used as the parallel computing framework for 
batch processing of massive data. We use Spark GraphX as 
the graph computing engine for graph-based algorithms. The 
system applies Apache Spark as the in-memory computing 
framework for improving knowledge query. Spark Streaming 
is used for the streaming computing for real-time computing.  

3) Algorithm Library: We deploy algorithm libraries for 
data processing and analysis. The libraries involve machine 
learning, deep learning, Graph processing, and NLP. 

B. Analysis Layer 
This layer provides modules for recommendation methods 

and the associated data and model management. 

1) Data Management: Management of the tag list, tag-
resource mapping, user-tag mapping, and recommendation 
results. The system provides interfaces for data access and 
data configuration.  

2) Model Management: The tagging models assign tags to 
resources and users. The tag mining models identify tags and 

their relations. The recommendation models work on the 
recommendation services. The visualization models visually 
present the recommendation results. 

3) Recommendation Service: The module provides 
recommendation methods for the resources, the knowledge 
recommendation, the semantic tag recommendation, the user 
interest recommendation, and the integrated recommendation.  

C. Visualization Layer 
This layer focuses on presenting the resulting information 

of the recommendations. We develop the browser-based GUI 
using HTML5. Meanwhile, the GUI also presents images and 
videos. The recommendation services proposed in the paper 
have individual areas for visualizing the results. 

V. APPLICATION 
In this section we present an example scenario to depict the 

integrated public cultural recommender system. When a user 
views a video clip of the famous Chinese history novel 
“Romance of the Three Kingdoms” on a cultural application, 
our system provides cross-domain recommendations with six 
main views on the screen (see ��������).  

 
��������������������������

The resource view demonstrates the video being viewed. 
The tags of the video clip include the content description of the 
video clip, the important roles of the clip. According to the tags, 
the integrated recommender provides five recommendations. 
The resource recommendation view shows the thumbnails of 
the resources the user may like. This information is obtained by 
the resource recommendation service of our system.  

The descriptive knowledge view shows description and 
knowledge card for the relevant knowledge for depicting the 
background and the important roles of the clip. The cultural 
institution view shows the collection of three institutions 
related to the video clip. In this view, each tab presents an 
institution. The first tab part shows resource links of the 
National Library of China for the related books. If the user has 
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an account of the library, she can directly read the book online. 
The second tab shows the antiques related to the story of the 
video clip. The antiques are collected in the National Museum 
of China. The third part of the view shows the famous 
paintings of the important roles in the video clip. The paintings 
are collected in the National Art Museum of China. When the 
user is interested in the collection of the museums, she can go 
to the institutions to view the real collections. In this way, our 
system additionally recommends the public cultural institutions. 
It implements a cross-domain recommendation. 

The linked tags view shows the tags related to the video 
clip and the semantic relations of the tags. We visualize the 
tags using node-link graph. Nodes represent the tags and links 
represent the relations of the tags. The more relevant the tags 
are, the shorter the link between the tags is.  

The user interest view shows the user’s interests by using 
tag cloud layout. This layout presents interests as tags. The size 
of the tag depends on the significance of the interest to the user. 
The important interest is represented with a large tag. In this 
way, the interests are explicitly demonstrated, so that the user 
may explore more interesting resources. 

The integrated recommendation shows different types of 
resulting data. Starting with a resource, the system suggests the 
videos, images, and texts, i.e., heterogeneous recommendation. 
From another perspective, starting with a TV show clip, the 
system recommends books, background knowledge, work of 
art, and antiques, i.e., cross-domain recommendation. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we introduced an integrated recommender 

system for the cross-domain heterogeneous recommendation of 
public cultural resources. The system can partially enhance the 
diversity of recommendation. The proposed system improves 
the CF-based methods by tagging methods. The proposed 
system provides the knowledge recommendation for depicting 
the content of the resource and showing the collection provided 
by the public cultural institutions for recommending the public 
cultural institutions. The proposed system also applies tags for 
exploring meaningful resources in the point of view of 
semantic and analyzing user interests. The proposed system 
visualizes the recommendation results for easy understanding. 
Using the proposed integrated recommender system, users can 
obtain the cross-domain heterogeneous recommendations. In 
the future, we will perform experiments to evaluate our system. 
We will analyze the recommendation patterns of our methods 
and apply the identified patterns to optimize the embedded 
recommendation methods. 
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